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Modern Design Bed 

 

A019 Soft Bed Classic design leather bed with pull 

button double bed. Lenatees Furniture® Modern 

Design Bed has unique arc design, broke the 

monotonous line style of traditional bedside, give 

the breath on art history. 

 

 

 

Product Description 

You can rest assured to buy Lenatees Furniture® Modern Design Bedfrom us. We look 

forward to cooperating with you, if you want to know more, you can consult us now, we will 

reply to you in time! Our products have a good quality&price advantage and cover most of 

the European and American markets. We look forward to becoming your long-term 

partner in China. 

 

Lenatees Furniture® Modern Design Bed Feature 

1.A019 Soft Bed Classic design leather bed with pull button double bed. 

2.Unique arc design, broke the monotonous line style of traditional bedside, give the 

breath on art history. 

3.The Lenatees Furniture® Modern Design Bed head  and the end of the bed use unique 

pull button technique, promoted integral temperament, let originally extraordinary bed 

become more bright eye. 

4.The Lenatees Furniture® Modern Design Bed contact surface of the head of the bed 

can be made of genuine leather or high-quality leather, while the body of the bed is made 

of high-quality imitation leather.  

5.The thickness of the leather surface is even, and the feel is comfortable and soft, 

bringing a high-quality experience to the person. 

 

Lenatees Furniture® Modern Design Bed Parameter 

【packaging volume】aboout 1.3m³ 

【colour】optional (There may be a little deviation in color, please refer to the real object.） 

【material】leather+pvc/ microfiber leather+PVC/ full pu 

【size】king size or queen size 

【outer size of 180*200cm】210*245*110cm 

【packing】three layers standard export packing  

 

Lenatees Furniture® Modern Design Bed Picture 
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